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Emi1 ensures timely mitosis
T
alk about a career change. Di Fiore and Pines report 
on page 425 that a protein long thought to inhibit mi-
totic progression actually promotes mitosis and pre-
vents cells from making too many copies of their DNA.
The cell cycle is driven by destruction. To advance to 
the next stage, a cell demolishes the road blocks that keep 
progress in check. Flagging these obstacles for destruction 
is the job of the anaphase promoting complex/cyclosome 
(APC/C). Its targets include cyclin B1 and securin, which 
block mitotic progression and anaphase. It was thought that 
APC/C itself was kept in check by a protein called Emi1. 
Emi1’s breakdown early in mitosis allowed APC/C activation, 
the argument went.
Emi1’s disappearance, however, begins too soon, Di Fiore 
and Pines now ﬁ  nd. By tracking ﬂ  uorescent Emi1, the authors 
found that it was degraded at prophase. When the researchers 
injected cells with indestructible Emi1, the APC/C still ﬁ  red up. 
Together, the experiments reveal that demolition of Emi1 isn’t 
what frees the APC/C to start mitosis.
To ﬁ  nd out what Emi1 was really doing, the scientists 
blocked it using RNAi. Cells stalled before reaching mitosis and 
destroyed their cyclin A and cyclin B1 prematurely. Since these 
proteins are targets of APC/C, the authors conclude that Emi1 
works by suppressing the APC/C during interphase, not mitosis, 
and helps to protect cyclins A and B1, which are necessary for 
progress into mitosis.
The Emi1-deﬁ   cient cells also displayed bulging nuclei, 
packed with excess DNA. One of Emi1’s jobs, the researchers 
conclude, is to prevent cells from replicating their chromosomes 
more than once. The results indicate that Emi1 ensures that ev-
ery round of DNA replication is followed by a round of cell divi-
sion. But, the ﬁ  ndings also reopen the question of what keeps 
the APC/C in line during mitosis. 
Hungry cells forget which way is up
A 
cell modifi  es its polarity depending 
on how much energy is available, 
as Mirouse et al. demonstrate 
on page 387. The findings suggest a 
link between energy status and tumor 
suppression.
How the tumor suppressor LKB1 keeps 
cancer in check is not certain. The protein 
fi  res up PAR-1, which helps establish cell po-
larity, and the energy-sensor AMPK. When 
ATP is scarce, AMPK shuts down division 
and other energy-draining activities. A 
leading hypothesis is that LKB1 controls cell 
polarity through PAR-1 and growth through 
AMPK. But pinning down AMPK’s func-
tions has been diffi  cult because vertebrates 
harbor multiple genes. Drosophila, however, 
has only one AMPK gene, and Mirouse et al. 
netted some mutants.
Epithelial cells from the mutant fl  ies 
seemed normal when food was abundant. 
But energy-strapped cells began to lose 
their polarity. Actin distribution was al-
tered, for example, and a protein usually 
confi  ned to the basal portion of the cell 
crept up the sides. Famished cells also be-
came disorganized, forming clumps that 
resembled tumors. To rule out the possibil-
ity that the abnormalities stemmed from 
ATP scarcity, the researchers tested cells 
with faulty mitochondria due to a mutated 
tenured gene. Like their academic name-
sakes, the cells have little energy and don’t 
do much. But their polarity didn’t change.
The results suggest that AMPK allows 
cells to couple their polarity and growth 
to food availability. LKB1 might also ex-
ert its tumor suppressing effects in part 
through AMPK. 
The distribution of F-actin (red) shifts in AMPK mutant cells deprived of food (right).
Without Emi1, nuclei (blue) balloon as they ﬁ  ll with extra DNA.